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We‘ll be delighted to send you our information brochure with 
a detailed description! 

The control technology for the system is based on a SIEMENS 
Step 7 controller.

Operation and visualisation are performed on an industrial PC 
running Siemens WINCC and MS ACCESS. This means that 
Microsoft data formats and SQL databases are readily availa-
ble for further processing.

Data backup on your server or remote maintenance via tele-
phone line (analogue/ISDN) or Internet (DSL) are available as 
standard.

Please contact us if you have any questions on our systems 
or products. We believe that installation issues are best dealt 
with at an early stage in the planning phase and will liaise 
with you to fully understand your working environment. 

The information in this leafl et is intended to provide an over-
view only. More detailed information is available on request, 
or simply contact us to make an appointment – we‘ll be happy 
to come round and see you at your premises!
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Save costs with the original 
vacuum test procedure

Supply well test facilities

Our company develops and manufactures pump test facilities on 
the basis of a vacuum test procedure that was applied for as early 
as 1990.

We install original technology only, employing the inventor‘s 
expertise and experience. We also supply a comprehensive range 
of accessories, of course, as well as acoustic enclosures and 
exhaust-gas extraction systems.

Our test facilities have given reliable service to our customers 
with no failures whatsoever since 1990. They undergo continuous 
further development and are designed to meet our customers‘  
specifi c requirements and local conditions.

Features: 

> State-of-the-art technology 

> Advanced level of development

> Flexible modular technology

> Durable industrial quality

> High operational safety

> User-friendly design

Simulation of the suction head by creating a vacuum inside a 
special-purpose tank.

Using a high-performance liquid-ring vacuum pump, a user-
defi ned suction head is preset in a closed circuit system and kept 
constant. 

Physically, this procedure can be regarded as a genuine alterna-
tive to systems with suction tubes, since the preset suction head 
and the friction losses on the suction side are considered and 
processed separately. The counter-pressure is set with the control 
valve. The size and type of water tank is decisive for performing 
conclusive tests. A tank that is too small will lead to limitations 
that will subsequently produce erroneous results as a result of air 
carried to the pumps being tested. We therefore recommend tanks 
with a minimum capacity of 7,000 litres.

The piping and the entire peripheral equipment can be mounted 
directly onto the tank. The tank itself can also stand in a pit in an 
adjoining room or in the basement, or be designed as an under-
ground tank.

Test facilities with suction tubes. 

The geodetic suction heads are set to the required 3 metres 
and 7.5 metres by lowering the water level in the suction tube. 
The counter-pressure is set with the control valve. The water 
settles in the buffer tube and fl ows back into the suction tube 
via the equalising pipe, in which an additional control valve is 
installed.

The traditional design is still the best option, although it has 
a complex construction, is often diffi cult to price, generally 
requires much higher investment costs and must undergo an 
offi cial approval process.

In the case of upgrades or the renewal of existing systems, we 
continue to recommend this as the basic principle.

Flow meter and pressure gauge

Cavitation sight glass with 
tube manometer

Tank with and metering pipe and 
computer unit

LP control valve with
EP actuator

NW suction connections with
EP actuator

Storage tank test facilities 


